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A B S T R A C T

Automation of rubber tree clone classification has inspired research into new methods of

leaf feature extraction. In current practice, rubber clone inspectors has been using several

leaf features to identify clone types. One of the unique features of rubber tree leaf is pal-

mate leaflets. This characteristic generates different leaflet positions, where the leaves

are overlapping or separated. In this research, we propose keypoint extraction and line

detection methods to extract shape and axil (angle between petioles) features of leaflet

positions. The results of keypoint extraction methods, namely, SIFT, Harris, and FAST, were

compared and discussed for shape feature extraction. Next, Hough transformation and

boundary-tracing methods were compared to identify the suitable axil detection method.

The evaluation result demonstrates the proper keypoint extraction method for shape con-

text and the clear advantages of Hough Transformation in accuracy of angle detection.

� 2018 China Agricultural University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-

nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The rubber tree, scientifically known as Hevea Brasiliensis, is

prevalent in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, the southern part

of India, and Sri Lanka [1]. These countries have maintained a

successful clone development and breeding program for dec-

ades. Today, the rubber tree has been the primary source of

natural rubber for worldwide use. This tree has high export

growth as one of the most profitable agri-industrial ventures.

Asia’s well-known rubber tree boards are Rubber Research

Institute of Malaysia (RRIM), Rubber Research Institute of

India (RRII), and Rubber Research Institute of Sri Lanka
(RRISL). These boards have the primary role in recommending

and distributing clones to the cultivators. One of the impor-

tant factors that affect the properties of raw rubber is the clo-

nal origin of the rubber tree [2]. The clone inspection and

verification is critical because it must guarantee that recom-

mended rubber clones produce the maximum yield in the

future. One way to identify rubber clones is based on the

physical characteristics of leaves. This method requires

experts with adequate experience. Therefore, the automation

of this process for clone classification is the subject of new

research.

Currently, plant classification and recognition methods are

implemented on plant components, such as flowers, leaves,

and bark [3]. Because the reproductive organs such as flowers,

only available in a particular season, the plant classification

systems based on leaves are more widespread. Leaf-based

plant classification methods generally use the characteristics
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Fig. 1 – External features of rubber tree leaf.
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of leaves such as shape, color, and texture [4]. However, exist-

ing plant classification methods (e.g. WAPSI: web application

for plant species identification) are unable to classify rubber

tree clones due to leaves having similar physical features.

Rubber tree leaves have other features that differentiate

clones from one another. Leaf tip, leaf base, form of the leaf,

and leaf margin are among the attributes that might be used

for the clone classification system. Another feature of the

rubber tree is that three compound leaflets radiate from one

mutual leaf base (palmate leaflets). These leaflets exist in

three positions: overlapping, touching, or separated. Overlap-

ping and non-overlapping leaves can be identified based on

shape and angle features.

In this paper, we introduce the features of overlapping and

non-overlapping leaves of the rubber tree and present a

framework to extract these features. SIFT (Scale-invariant

feature transform) is proposed to extract shape features from

rubber tree leaf images. However, we present a comparative

study of the SIFT, Harris, and FAST (Features from accelerated

segment test) methods for keypoint extraction. Then, the

angle feature extraction is carried out to discern the overlap-

ping and non-overlapping leaves. The proper angle extraction

method is identified based on comparing two methods:

Hough transform and boundary-tracing. Hough transform is

an effective tool for detecting geometrical features, while

boundary-tracing is an alternative method for line computa-

tion and angle extraction. Both methods are discussed in

the following sections.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section pre-

sents an overview on keypoint extraction methods and line

detection. Section 3 introduces the features of rubber tree leaf

to recognize different clones. In Section 4, overlapping and

non-overlapping rubber tree leaf features are introduced. Sec-

tion 5 explains the feature extraction of hevea leaf for leaflet

positions. Section 6 presents the experimental results and the

performance evaluations. In Section 7, we discuss the results

of the comparative analysis and Section 8 concludes the

paper.

2. Related work

Plants are commonly recognized based on leaf shape and tex-

ture. Shape-based classification methods are considered as

contour-based and region-based classification [5,6]. Several

researches were focused on the contour-based methods [7–

9]. Lee et al. [10] presented Fast Fourier transform (FFT) using

frequency domain data. They used FFT to extract twenty fea-

tures by calculating the distance between the centroid and all

points on the leaf contours. Caballero et al. [11] used the

contour-based descriptors on their web application for plant

species identification. The contour descriptors are imple-

mented for the assessment of similarity between two images.

Zheng and Wang [12] developed leaf shape extraction method

based on visual consistency. Although, this method can

describe shapes of several plant leaves, it is unable to recog-

nize the shape features for clone within a particular type.

Bhardwaj et al. [13] extracted four shape features: area con-

vexity, volume fraction, moment invariant, and inverse differ-

ence moment. These features enhanced the classification
result for the structurally complex images. Wu et al. [14] have

studied Probabilistic Neural network (PNN) to classify 32 types

of plants based on their shapes, while Kadir et al. [15] inte-

grated vein and color features with shape and texture fea-

tures in their PNN method.

Many feature extraction methods have considered differ-

ent plant leaf features, rather than clone leaf features. Avail-

able classification methods are not suitable for overlapping

rubber tree leaf recognition because they focus on features

of different plant types. Furthermore, these studies paid little

attention to compound leaflet identification. This research

focuses on SIFT keypoint extraction and Hough angle extrac-

tion methods for overlapping and non-overlapping rubber

tree leaf identification. There have been several works on key-

point extraction and line detection. A few related papers are

reviewed here.

SIFT keypoints are widely used in computer vision applica-

tions that require fast and efficient feature matching, such as

object detection, feature description, and object tracking [16–

19]. Pan and Lyu [20] presented a method to detect duplication

of a particular region in the same image based on SIFT fea-

tures. Mehrotra et al. [21] suggested SIFT keypoints to extract

local features from a noise independent iris image to over-

come the effect of partial occlusion due to eyelids. Tao et al.

[22] proposed a method that described an airport by a set of

SIFT keypoints and identified the airport by keypoint match-

ing algorithm. This algorithm used the clustering information

from matched keypoints after locating the corresponding

keypoints. Zahedi et al. [23] presented a recognition method

using SIFT features for the Farsi and Arabic font. The method

is robust to varying size, scale, and rotation of the fonts.

Hough transformation is an effective tool for detecting

predefined shapes. This method is commonly being used for

image processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision

[24]. One of the early implementations proposed by Styliani-

dis and Patias [25] was the detection of straight lines for dig-

ital close range photogrammetry. These features were helpful

for further photogrammetric work, such as sensor calibration,

and image orientation. Later, Weiss [26] introduced Hough

transformation in real-time symbol detection. Hough trans-

forms produced results of high accuracy and performance



Table 1 – Clones with different features. PB 350 (Prang Besar), RRIM 3001 and RRIM 2025 (Rubber Research Institute of
Malaysia).

Clones PB 350 RRIM 3001 RRIM 2025

Shape Round Elliptic Obovate
Color Fade Shiny Clear
Leaf base Obtuse Attenuate Cuneate
Position Overlap Separate Separate
Leaf tip Cuspidate Aristate Acuminate

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 – Rubber tree leaf samples with different shapes and leaf positions (a) obovate-overlapping leaflets, (b) rounded-

overlapping leaflets, (c) elliptic-touching leaflets, (d) elliptic-separated leaflets, (e) elliptic-separated leaflets, (f) rounded-

separated leaflets.
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in real-time video streams. Similar work was presented by

Chakraborty [27]; he extracted large-scale events in video

streams using Hough transformation. A maximum margin

algorithm was implemented to examine the weights of the
visual vocabularies. The method is applied directly to the

extracted features to avoid redundant comprehensive exami-

nation, which is inapplicable for the activity detection

problem. Hough transformation has also been used on
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Fig. 3 – Petiole degrees of rubber tree leaflets for clone types (a) RRIM 2001 and (b) PB350.

Fig. 4 – Range of axil degrees obtained from ground truth

data set.
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graphics-based shape extraction for complex building

descriptions by Cui et al. [28]. The proposed algorithm worked

on the roofs of flats constructed using right angles. Although

Hough transformation method has been applied in many dif-

ferent cases, angle extraction for axil computation has not

been explored. This paper demonstrates angle extraction of

rubber tree leaf petioles using Hough transformation.

3. General features of rubber tree leaf to
identify clone types

A typical rubber tree has composite leaves that are broken up

into three separate leaflets. Leaf colors are either light green

or dark green; retains green leaves throughout the year. How-

ever, the different color areas might be caused by diseases or

lack of nutrients [29]. Fig. 1 demonstrates a number of the

external features of the rubber tree leaf along with their

botanical terms.

There are more specific features that differentiate rubber

clones from one another. Some of the leaves demonstrate

oval shape with a semi-glossy surface, while others represent

an elliptical shape with dark shining green. Table 1 shows

rubber tree clones with their distinguishing leaf features.

Rubber tree clone names are designated by letters indicating

its place of origin and a serial number as shown in the

Table 1.
3.1. Dataset

The data set used in this research is based on our previous

work, which was collected at the Rubber Research Institute

of Malaysia (RRIM), Kuala Lumpur [30]. The recommended

trees for automated clone classification were an average two

years old, which were mature enough for clone inspection.

The samples contain a total of 250 leaves from 25 different

rubber trees that were classified into five classes manually

based on their clone name.

4. Overlap and non-overlap leaf features

4.1. Shape

Rubber tree leaf shape appears in three different forms,

which are elliptic, obovate, and round. Fig. 2 shows the differ-

ent leaf forms with different leaflet positions. The middle leaf

might be occluded by one adjacent leaf or by both adjacent

leaves, while in some cases, leaves are separated from each

other.

4.2. Angle

Although leaf shape identifies the overlapping and non-

overlapping leaves, the other way to identify the leaflet posi-

tion is the angle between petioles. In botanical terminology,

angle between petioles corresponds to the axil. The axil

degrees of overlapping and non-overlapping rubber tree

leaves assist in differentiating the clone origin. Overlapping

leaves makes an acute angle while non-overlapping leaves

have the right or obtuse angle. Therefore, the ranges of axil

degrees were explored to identify overlapping and non-

overlapping leaves. Fig. 3 demonstrates different clones with

different angles.

Before assessing the angle feature extraction, the ranges of

axil degrees of overlapping and non-overlapping leaves are

identified. This study demonstrated that the angle degrees

of overlapping leaves range from 30� to 55� while the angle

degrees of non-overlapping leaves range from 55� to 90� such
as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5 – Segmented patch demonstrates Harris corner detection. The pixel at p is the center of a candidate corner. Around the

red square, pixels are brighter than p.

p

Fig. 6 – The 16 values surrounding pixel p stored in vector form.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 – (a) White pixels, (b) possible straight lines, (c) other possibilities of straight lines.
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5. Feature extraction of hevea leaf based on
position

Now that we discussed the shape and angle features of rubber

tree leaves, next a comparative study of keypoint feature

extraction and angle extraction methods will be presented.

Here, we proposed keypoint extraction method to extract

shape feature of the rubber tree leaves. This approach facili-
tates extracting further features such as corner, edge, and

blob. The key features of overlapping and non-overlapping

leaf assist in identifying similar shapes through comparison,

using the nearest neighbor algorithm. This process can be

implemented by constructing a trained template consisting

of various leaves with different positions. Next, keypoints in

the input leaf image are compared with keypoints of the tem-

plate image to examine the position of leaflets accordingly. It
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Fig. 8 – Petiole line detection for angle computation.

Fig. 10 – Rho (q) and theta (h) representation of a straight line.
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is necessary to use a powerful descriptor that is stable to

image translations, rotations, and scale changes, to detect

critical features throughout the matching process. However,

this paper is dedicated to extracting only these critical fea-

tures. In this research, SIFT is proposed to extract shape fea-

tures from rubber tree leaf images. However, comparative

study of SIFT, Harris, and FAST keypoint extraction methods

is conducted to obtain a convincing result. The second part

of the feature extraction of rubber tree leaf is the axil detec-

tion through comparison of two prior line detection methods:

Hough transformation and Boundary-tracing. Both methods

were implemented in the region where the petioles of rubber

tree leaves create the axil. In the following subsections, we

describe these methods starting with keypoint feature extrac-

tion methods.

5.1. SIFT algorithm

Lowe [31] proposed SIFT to address feature matching chal-

lenges that arise due to scaling, rotation, and transformation.

Scale invariant technique implies that if the variables are

multiplied by a common factor, features of the object remain

unvarying. This paper uses SIFT keypoint detection to find the

main features of the rubber tree leaves such as occluded

region of the leaflets. SIFT algorithm is defined through four

main phases, as follows:

Finding Scale-space extreme: This phase involves examina-

tions on all scales and image locations that are implemented

by a difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) function. The results of

these findings are also considered as potential interest points.
Fig. 9 – Threshold ope
Keypoint localization: Once a potential keypoint has been

spotted by comparison of the neighboring pixels, the next

stage is to implement a complete fit to the nearby data for

location, scale, and ratio of principal curvatures. The 3D

quadratic function was used to identify the current location

of the keypoint candidates by expanding the scale space func-

tion. Hereafter, the process attempts to remove some insignif-

icant candidates from the list of keypoints. Poorly localized

keypoints or candidates with low contrast on the edges are

eliminated at this stage.

Orientation assignment: Remaining points are assigned to a

fitting position based on the image gradient directions. The

gradient orientation of sample points around the keypoints

is formed from the gradient histogram. The gradient his-

togram covers the 360� radius orientations. The maximum

point in the histogram is identified and any other local points

with 80% of the peak value are used to generate a keypoint

with that orientation.

Keypoint descriptor: The image gradients are measured at

the selected scale in the region around each keypoint. These

are transformed into a representation that allows for signifi-

cant levels of local shape distortion and change in

illumination.

5.2. Harris corner detection algorithms

Harris detection is one of the widely implemented feature

extraction algorithms and is primarily used for corner
ration on petioles.
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Fig. 11 – (a) Petioles, (b) region of interest, (c) detected line.

Fig. 13 – Initial search direction for the next pixel.

40

90

Fig. 12 – Detected line and the calculation of the angle

degrees.
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detection. The central principle of this method is that

the intensity changes mostly at the corner in multiple

directions. This can be expressed by examining the

variations in the intensity of movement in a selected window

(see Fig. 5) [32].
(a)

Fig. 14 – (a) Boundary-tracing in region of interest, (b
This method is inspired by the self-correlation function in

signal processing. The Harris corner detector calculates each

pixel gradient and if the absolute gradient values in two direc-

tions are both greater than a threshold, then the pixel is

accepted as a corner.

5.3. FAST algorithm

FAST (features from accelerated segment test) is a corner

detection method that has been used in many computer

vision tasks such as object tracking and mapping [33]. The

advantages of FAST corner detection is that the algorithm is

computationally inexpensive. The FAST algorithm searches

for the corner within a circle of 16 pixels if the point p is a

potential corner. Pixels in this circle are assigned a number

from 1 to 16 in a clockwise direction. Fig. 6 demonstrates

the 16 values surrounding pixel p that are stored in vector

form.

This detection method uses the pixel intensities from the

16 pixel circle as a feature vector. These features can then

be classified as positive and negative at the pixel indexes

depending on whether their intensities are greater or lesser

than the center. This classification is convenient because pos-

itive features would not be compared to negative ones.

5.4. Angle extraction using Hough transform

The next operation is the detecting the petioles as a straight

lines using Hough Transformation. The principle of Hough

transforms for straight lines is that if there is one white pixel

in a binary image, many straight lines can go over from it (see

Fig. 7). All the lines can go over from each other in the same

image as well [24].
(b)

) result of angle computation using dot product.



Fig. 15 – Comparison of keypoints detection results for Harris, FAST and SIFT methods.

Fig. 17 – Detected keypoint results for non-overlapping

leaves.

Fig. 16 – Detected keypoint results for overlapping leaves.
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The region of interest for the angle extraction was set in

the image where the petioles intersect as presented in

Fig. 8. Leaf petioles might be found in partially curve forms.

To compute an accurate angle, the petiole linemust be simpli-

fied and detected as a straight line starting from an axil point

to the leaf base, rather than tracing the petiole edges.

Therefore, the shape-based image threshold has been

implemented to minimize the variances [34]. It is defined as

theweighted sum of variances of background and foreground:

r2
xðtÞ ¼ x1ðtÞr2

1ðtÞ þ x2ðtÞr2
2 ð1Þ
Where wi is the probabilities of the two classes, threshold t

where these two classes spread at its minimum, and r2
i is

the variances of these two classes. Fig. 9 shows the threshold

operation for axil computation.

Straight lines can be detected by setting the mathematical

expression as:

y ¼ m � xþ b ð2Þ
where m is the incline and b is where the line intercepts the

y-axis. These properties, m and b, can be used to describe the

straight line as a single point (m, and b) in the parameter-

space extended by two parameters, m and b. However, the

problem is that the presentation of the line (m, and b) as a

point in the parameter space goes to infinity and the parame-

ter space becomes infinitely large. Therefore, it is required to

redesign the expression of the linewith some parameters that

have limitations. This enhancement is carried out by replacing

slope and an intercept with a distance and angle parameters.

The distance q (rho) is the distance from the origin to the

line along a vertical vector and the angle h (theta) is the angle

between the x-axis and the q vector (Fig. 10). It can be written

as:

y ¼ cosðhÞ
sinðhÞ � xþ q

sinðhÞ ð3Þ

This expression of q can be reorganized as:

q ¼ x � cosðhÞ þ y � sinðhÞ ð4Þ
The values of q and h are limited by h 2 [0, 180] in degrees

and h 2 [0, p] in radians and q 2 [�D, D] where D is the diagonal

of the image. Thus, the line can be converted into a single

point in the parameter space with the parameters h and q.

This space is also called Hough space.

The results of the Hough transform is saved in a matrix

named as accumulator. One dimension of this matrix is the

theta value, which is an angle and the other dimension is

rho value, which is a distance. Each element has a number

of points and pixels that lie on the line with the parameters

(rho, theta). Therefore, the element with the highest value

shows the line that is most represented in the input image.

Fig. 11 displays the result on rubber tree leaf petiole.

Each element of the vector determines the theta value for

the corresponding column. The acceptable range of theta val-

ues is �90� 6 h 6 90�, and the default is �90:89; therefore, the

result will be obtained with 90� � h (Fig. 12).



Table 2 – Result comparisons of axil degrees for Hough Transform (HT), Boundary Tracing (BT) with Ground Truth (GT) and
differences from actual value for overlapping and non-overlapping rubber tree leaf images.

Overlapping leaves axil degrees Non-overlapping leaves axil degrees

Image ID GT ± 1 HT Dif BT Dif Image ID GT ± 1 HT Dif BT Dif

Oimg1 43� 42� 1� 45� 2� Nimg1 61� 61� 0� 66� 5�
Oimg2 55� 55� 0� 59� 4� Nimg2 60� 61� 1� 62� 2�
Oimg3 52� 52� 0� 54� 2� Nimg3 67� 65� 2� 53� 14�
Oimg4 49� 48� 1� 47� 2� Nimg4 70� 72� 2� 67� 3�
Oimg5 47� 47� 0� 40� 7� Nimg5 79� 78� 1� 83� 4�
Oimg6 41� 42� 1� 43� 2� Nimg6 64� 63� 1� 74� 10�
Oimg7 45� 45� 0� 50� 5� Nimg7 66� 65� 1� 66� 0�
Oimg8 50� 51� 1� 35� 15� Nimg8 66� 65� 1� 72� 6�
Oimg9 44� 43� 1� 45� 1� Nimg 9 53� 51� 2� 65� 12�
Oimg10 45� 45� 0� 34� 11� Nimg10 82� 80� 2� 90� 8�
Oimg11 48� 48� 0� 40� 8� Nimg11 62� 62� 0� 58� 4�
Oimg12 45� 44� 1� 51� 6� Nimg12 61� 60� 1� 72� 12�
Oimg13 50� 51� 1� 41� 9� Nimg13 57� 57� 0� 63� 6�
Oimg14 41� 42� 1� 47� 9� Nimg14 58� 58� 0� 66� 8�
Oimg14 52� 50� 2� 49� 3� Nimg14 59� 57� 2� 66� 7�
Oimg16 50� 50� 0� 43� 7� Nimg16 67� 67� 0� 56� 11�
Oimg17 46� 47� 1� 37� 9� Nimg17 88� 89� 1� 78� 10�
Oimg18 54� 54� 0� 42� 12� Nimg18 70� 72� 2� 79� 9�
Oimg19 47� 48� 1� 43� 4� Nimg19 58� 58� 0� 84� 26�
Oimg20 46� 46� 0� 48� 2� Nimg20 69� 68� 1� 67� 2�
Oimg21 42� 41� 1� 59� 17� Nimg21 85� 86� 1� 76� 9�
Oimg22 41� 41� 0� 47� 6� Nimg22 85� 85� 0� 70� 15�
Oimg23 45� 43� 2� 35� 10� Nimg23 64� 64� 0� 83� 19�
Oimg24 46� 47� 1� 58� 12� Nimg24 77� 77� 0� 78� 1�
Oimg25 51� 52� 1� 47� 4� Nimg25 65� 64� 1� 78� 14�

Table 3 – Descriptive statistics and t-test results for ground truth, Hough transformation and boundary tracing for overlapping
and non-overlapping rubber tree leaf images.

Outcome t-test 95% CI for mean difference

M SD R r t df

Overlapping
Ground Truth1 47 4.02 14
Ground Truth2± 47 4.12 15
Ground Truth3± 46.9 4.22 15
Hough 46.96 4.148 14 �0.346, 0.426 0.97 0.832 24
Boundary 45.56 7.095 25 �1.830, 4.710 0.06 0.372 24

Non-overlapping
Ground Truth1 67.7 9.7 35
Ground Truth2± 68.4 9.7 35
Ground Truth3± 67.6 9.56 35
Hough 67.4 10.03 39 �0.152, 0.792 0.99 0.175 24
Boundary 70.88 9.34 37 �7.330, 1.010 0.44 0.131 24
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5.5. Angle extraction using Boundary-tracing

The Boundary-tracing algorithm is the computation of the row

and column coordinates of all the pixels on the border of an

object. It is initialized by specifying a location of an initial point

on the object. It can be defined as nonzero pixels belong to an

object and pixels with the value 0 constitute the background

[35] (example of boundary tracing can be seen in Fig. 13).

It is required to specify the row and column coordinates of

the starting point, and the direction of the first step. Initial
search direction of the starting point to the north (‘N’) is

demonstrated in Fig. 12. To obtain the edge of the horizontal

petiole, the adjacent pixels are shifted and inspected in the

column until the object pixel occurs or until arrival at a back-

ground pixel. This procedure will be repeated for the other

petiole, but this time, tracing should be vertical.

Boundary-tracing algorithm extracts x, y locations of the

boundary points throughout the line. It is important to extract

as many points belonging to the edges as possible to obtain

more accurate point of intersection and angle calculations.
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The number of points should be determined experimentally.

Because the initial point of the horizontal line was found by

tracing from north to south, it is the safest to set the initial

point starting from the north. Fig. 14 demonstrates the result

of boundary tracing angle detection.

6. Experimental results

The result of the experiment is discussed under two subsec-

tions as keypoint extraction methods and angle detection

methods.

6.1. Comparison of SIFT, Harris and FAST algorithms

The experiment employs total of fifty overlapping and non-

overlapping rubber tree leaves, which consist of five different

clones: P350, RRIM 2001, RRIM 2002, RRIM 2025, and RRIM

3001. Fig. 15 demonstrates the comparison of keypoints

obtained from SIFT, Harris, and FAST methods. The output

of SIFT shows that extracted features usually lie on high-

contrast regions of the image, such as edges, vein, and

occluded regions of the leaflets. As seen by this figure, the

results of Harris and FAST algorithms in terms of number of

detected features are limited.

The output of the experiment indicates that using the

scale invariant keypoint extraction algorithm is able to detect

blobs and ridges features that are critical for matching pro-

cess. Although Harris and FAST methods are often used for

feature extraction, the number of detected keypoints are

insufficient for a reliable matching process. An evaluation of

the number of detected keypoints has been performed with

regard to the leaflet position identification. The statistic

results of experiments are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 respec-

tively. This figure shows the percentage of detected keypoints

and the density of detected features at the same location.

6.2. Comparison of Hough and Boundary-trace algorithms

In this section, we present the comparison of two different

angle extraction methods, Hough transformation (HT) and

boundary-tracing (BT) methods. Initially, ground truth (GT�)

of angle degrees is identified manually using a graphics edit-

ing software. However, the angle degrees might be subject to

variability since they are selected by a user. Therefore, three

distinct ground truth set are specified by different individuals

to consider measures of the inter subject variability. Table 2

displays the comparison between one of the selected ground

truth results, Hough transformation, and the boundary-

tracing results. As revealed in Table 2, Hough Transformation

axil degrees remain in the correct range for both overlapping

and non-overlapping leaves, while boundary-tracing angle

degrees deviated from the range.

To analyze the correlation between variables, a paired

samples t-test was performed. Some of the frequently used

measures of inter subject variability: mean (M), standard devi-

ation (SD), and the range (R) is compared to analyze the vari-

ations. Ground truth dataset overlapping (M = 47, SD = 4.02,

R = 14), non-overlapping (M = 67.7, SD = 9.7, R = 35), with

Hough transformation overlapping (M = 46.96, SD = 4.14,
R = 14), non-overlapping (M = 67.40, SD = 10.03, R = 39) and

boundary tracing overlapping (M = 45.56, SD = 7.09, R = 25),

non-overlapping (M = 70.88, SD = 9.347, R = 37) was compared

respectively. There was a significant difference between

ground truth and boundary tracing results for the overlapping

leaves at the level of significance (t(24) = 0.909, p < .372) com-

pare to Hough Transformation in the condition of t(24) =

0.214, p < .832. Same as overlapping, non-overlapping leaf

results of boundary tracing method shows statistically higher

difference (t(24) = �1.564, p < .131), while Hough Transforma-

tion appears to be closer (t(24) = 1.398, p < .175). These results

show that Hough and boundary tracing methods are different

in their performance and the boundary tracing angle values is

significantly varied from the ground truth. The summary of

the analysis is shown in Table 3.

The probability distribution fitting in the accuracy of the

angle detection is also evaluated (see Figs. 18 and 19). This
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Fig. 20 – Exceptional case of overlapping leaflet with axil degree out of its range.
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experiment carried out to identify if the data set is approxi-

mately fitted to right range in terms of leaflet position identi-

fication. Departures from the red line (ground truth) indicate

departures from normality. Also note that the overlap range

was 30–55� and the angle degrees of non-overlapping leaves

range from 55� to 90�. The figures show that the result of

Hough transformation is relatively fitter to the ground truth

dataset than the boundary-tracing algorithm. The result of

boundary-tracing angle extraction for the overlapping leaves

shows values up to 59�, which is an excessively high number

for the overlapping leaves. Non-overlapping leaves axil

degrees also deviate from the ground truth dataset. The rea-

son for this is that the boundary-tracing algorithm traces

the curved shape of the petioles. Therefore, it affects the

intersection point and the position of the lines, consequently

the computation of the angle degree.

In certain cases, the axil degree of occluded leaflet is above

55� as shown in Fig. 20. The leaf base feature must be consid-

ered, such as obtuse leaflet tend to be larger, thus it makes the

leaflets overlapping. Identification of these outliers requires

further study possibly using the leaf base feature.
7. Discussions

This paper proposed a framework for feature extraction of

rubber tree leaves to provide insights into the overlapping leaf

recognition. A comparative study of SIFT, Harris and FAST

methods for keypoint extraction, Hough Transformation and

boundary tracing method for angle computation is carried

out to measure their performance. Shape feature is extracted

using the difference-of-Gaussian function, which lie through-

out high-contrast regions. The results demonstrated that the

SIFT descriptor outperforms other methods.

Angle feature is a dynamic attribute of the framework, yet

it plays a key role in the leaflet position identification. The

challenge of angle computation is that petioles might be

found in curvy forms. Therefore, smooth line detection is cru-

cial for the precise angle computation. To compute the angle

accurately, the petiole line is simplified using threshold oper-

ation. Then, Hough Transform is used to detect petioles as

straight lines from the axil point to the leaf base.
8. Conclusions

This paper investigated the performance of keypoint extrac-

tion and line detection methods for overlapping and non-

overlapping rubber tree leaf features. The results indicate that

the keypoint extraction method to obtain leaf shape informa-

tion helps to extract more features, including edge, corner,

blob, and ridge.

In this paper, we used axil feature of rubber tree leaves for

leaflet position identification. The result suggests that the val-

ues of touching leaflets degrees can be considered under non-

overlapping leaves with respect to the angle range. The pro-

posed framework presents the advantage of using Hough

transformation for accurate rubber tree angle computation.

The method helps to detect the petiole as a straight line; it

disregards the partially curved shape of the petiole. Therefore,

it allows to determine the angle between petioles accurately.

In conclusion, the results demonstrate that the SIFT and

Hough transformation methods can successfully extract

shape and axil features of overlapping rubber tree leaflets.
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